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Public key h = 3g=f mod q.

Sender chooses small m; r ∈ R.

Ciphertext c = m + hr mod q.
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1998 Hoffstein–Pipher–Silverman

introduced this system.

Many subsequent NTRU papers:

meet-in-the-middle attacks,

lattice attacks, hybrid attacks;

chosen-ciphertext attacks;

decryption-failure attacks;

complicated padding systems;

variations for efficiency;

parameter selection.

Also many ideas that in retrospect

were small tweaks of NTRU:

e.g., homomorphic encryption.
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Attackers can also use

automorphisms in more ways.

2016 Albrecht–Bai–Ducas

“A subfield lattice attack on

overstretched NTRU assumptions:

Cryptanalysis of some FHE and

Graded Encoding Schemes” use

norms gff(g), and independently

2016 Cheon–Jeong–Lee (“The

main technique of our algorithm

is the reduction of a problem on

a field to one in a subfield”) use

traces g + ff(g), where ff is

an order-2 automorphism.
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